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This year is our school anniversary, in this day full of memories, we 

would like to prepare a lot of works about it. Before this, our school also 

has the big and small splendid moment, we then may have some 

representational and the commemorative photograph to put in and to 

play repeatedly, which has the big and small activity lively, has the sports 

meeting struggle, has the teacher's delicate spirit, it's all in one, but it's 

just so boring, and we've even joined our school's stunning song, as if it 

wasn't a high end robot, with the background music completed a piece 

full of dynamic masterpiece, this is the first work 

 the second work is a promotional film about our school 

anniversary and about our school anniversary of the interesting dialogue, 

and pictures of our classmates at the seawall museum. It contains a 

video, some photos, and action and music before, during, and after the 

video is played. First, in the first part, we used the video format. Before 

we show the film, we will liven up the atmosphere by imitating the 

sound of blowing a trumpet. At the end of this lively action, the robot 

will say: "Let's watch the school anniversary video! " To illustrate, please 

tell us the theme of the school anniversary. And then we showed the 

trailer in action. After the broadcast, we finally said, have you fallen in 

love with our campus? 

The first part is the propaganda film to introduce the general 



situation of our school. In the second part, we used photos of the 

school's anniversary and the seawall museum. With the sound of the 

school song "Koichi's youth journey" and the action of the Pepper robot, 

Pepper's screen plays a moving picture. Looking at this picture, we know 

the great idea of our school. 

 Finally , is our interesting dialogue about the school, including the 

school introduction, jokes, Doggerel and so on. It lets guests learn the 

basics of the school in a conversation with a pepper robot, and can also 

find something interesting in it. In a twinkling of an eye, the autumn 

wind suddenly rises, the door is full of peaches and plums fifty years, the 

door is full of honor fifty years. We've done a few introductory sessions, 

including our anniversary, promotional videos, photos, and dialogues. I 

believe in this celebration, and in the vision of our Pepper robots, the 

school will be better and better! 

 


